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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Call for Recipes!
“Paradise Chocolate Fest Cookbook II - A Second Serving”
Paradise, CA – Next spring’s Paradise Chocolate Fest will be sweeter than ever as organizers announce plans to
publish a 2nd Edition of the taste-tempting Chocolate Cookbook featuring favorite recipes from members of our
community, just in time for the 2016 Chocolate Fest.
Community members are invited to be a part of this very special project by submitting your favorite chocolate
recipes. “Grandma Hazel’s Chocolate Cookies”, “Sue’s Chocolate Chili”, “Ice Mocha” …. Whether your recipe has
been made by a favorite relative, adapted from delicious meals enjoyed at your favorite restaurant or your own
creation shared with family and friends, please submit your recipes so you can be represented in our memorable
collection.
Originally published in 2007, the 1st edition Paradise Chocolate Fest cookbook was a huge success, winning
national and regional awards – and raising thousands of dollars, benefiting youth on the Paradise Ridge.
The “Paradise Chocolate Fest Cookbook II – A Second Serving” will be a collection of recipes, works of original art
by local artists and special features celebrating the wonders of children and chocolate! It is sure to be treasured for
years.
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● Deadline for submitting Recipes is December 20 2015.
● Recipe must include “chocolate”.
● Please submit 1 or more of your favorite recipes so you can be represented in our memorable collection.
● Your name will be printed with each of your recipes.
● Contact Paradise Chocolate Fest to reserve your spot as one of the featured recipe contributors and/or to

pre-order a copy of the “Paradise Chocolate Fest Cookbook II” at 530/342-4896 or info@chocolatefest.us
The Paradise Chocolate Fest is a very special event of Youth on the Ridge Community Foundation. The 11th annual
chocolate extravaganza will be held Saturday, May 7, 2016 at Terry Ashe Park on the Skyway in Paradise. In the
past six years alone, over $136,000 has been distributed to 38 non-profit organizations which provide educational,
enrichment, recreational or leadership opportunities to youth on the Paradise Ridge.
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